
Economic confidence has
declined for the country as a
whole but has increased for
Nelson Tasman and for own

business.

HELP US BUILD OUR REGIONAL INSIGHTS CAPABILITY. JOIN OUR
BUSINESS PANEL! SIGN UP HERE

Expectations for the next six
months are that operating

costs will be a concern, plus
skills shortages and supply

chain problems.

Rising costs, revenue decline
and wellbeing issues are the
main impacts being felt, but

reporting of impacts overall is
slightly lower than last time.

Businesses with inadequate
digital skills are being held
back from operating at full

capacity.

Business Survey 03
Overview of Results from July 2022

Completed by 121 businesses 

In Summary

Overall the survey showed that Nelson Tasman is doing relatively
well compared to national indicators, but that many businesses are
still struggling to perform as they would like.

 

Key theme for this quarter: Digital
capability

92% of respondents said they had broadband availability and
speed to operate at full capacity. Of those who did not, the lack
was hindering business efficiency or productivity improvements,
and hindering effective communication. 80% said their business
had the digital skills to operate at full capacity. Of those who did
not:
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29%

unable to use new
office computer

programmes

unable to
manage social
media in house

unable to manage
simple website
tasks in house

unable to
improve

efficiency /
productivity

unable to fully utilise new
technology

https://www.nelsontasman.nz/do-business/insights/regional-insights-panel/
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Confidence in NZ Economy: 
There is a fairly strong degree of pessimism about New Zealand for the next six months but reasonable optimism about the regional economy and
local businesses. The overall level of optimism for NZ is lower than last quarter but for industry sector, Nelson Tasman and own business the
optimism was higher.
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Key Issues



Operating costs are the biggest issue.

Business Concerns Next 6 Months:

Oct 2021 Feb 2022 Jul 2022
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Consistent with sentiment for the Q3 survey, some of our businesses
are coping well but many are still being impacted. 

Specific impacts cited were as follows:
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There was lower overall reporting of recruitment challenges than last
time. The biggest challenges were increased salary/wage expectations
and low numbers of applicants, plus a lack of relevant skills.

More businesses were planning to increase their prices than last time.
The main reason was increasing cost pressures.

Recruitment Challenges last 6 Months:

Anticipating increase in prices next 6 Months:
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Sales performance/revenue over last 6 Months: 
The majority of businesses reported sales performance/revenue was either
better or about the same as the previous period. However, over a third said
that performance was worse.
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